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ABSTRACT: Deformable objects such as cables and clothes are ubiquitous in factories,

hospitals, and homes. While a great deal of work has investigated the manipulation of rigid

objects in these settings, manipulation of deformable objects remains under-explored. The

problem is indeed challenging, as these objects are not straightforward to model and have

infinite-dimensional configuration spaces, making it difficult to apply established approaches

for motion planning and control. One of the key challenges in manipulating deformable

objects is selecting a model which is efficient to use in a control loop, especially when an

accurate model is not available. Our approach to control uses a set of simple models of the

object, determining which model to use at the current time step via a novel Multi-Armed

Bandit algorithm that reasons over estimates of model utility. I will also present our work on

interleaving planning and control for deformable object manipulation in cluttered

environments, again without an accurate model of the object. Our method predicts when a

controller will be trapped (e.g., by obstacles) and invokes a planner to bring the object near

its goal. The key to making the planning tractable is to avoid simulating the motion of the

object, instead only forward-propagating the constraint on overstretching. This approach

takes advantage of the object’s compliance, which allows it to conform to the environment as

long as stretching constraints are satisfied. Our method is able to quickly plan paths in

environments with complex obstacle arrangements and then switch to the controller to

achieve a desired object configuration.
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